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SNEAK PEEK OF
WHAT'S INSIDE:

WHAT ARE THE
REQUIREMENTS TO
BECOME AN
AFFILIATE?

WHAT ARE THE
EASIEST AND
HARDEST
REQUIREMENTS?

WHAT ARE SOME OF
THE MAJOR
MISTAKES THAT
STREAMERS MAKE?

PART 1: GAINING FOLLOWERS

Hitting Twitch Affiliate is one of the first major milestones in the career of a
Twitch Streamer. Why is that? Hitting Twitch Affiliate is the key to unlocking
direct monetization on Twitch. In order to identify which streamers should
qualify for this program, they have created 4 separate qualifiers that must be
reached within the same rolling 4 week period. We’ll be breaking down how
to succeed at all 4.

First, we’re going to focus on the first bullet point that most attack: Gain 50
Followers. Of the four challenges Twitch has set for us, this is the easiest to
obtain first, as there is no specific timetable. You can take as little or as much
time as you need to reach this milestone. There are a few techniques you can
use to reach this milestone a little faster.

A quick word of caution: NEVER pay for followers or views. Also, NEVER

engage in follow-for-follow (F4F). Not only does this cheapen the process,

but Twitch has been proactive in finding users that engage in this behavior.

They can remove your affiliate status or even ban you for this. Worse yet, if

you don’t get caught, these are hollow followers, and won’t build your actual

audience, nor will they gain you any revenue. The whole point of chasing

Affiliate is making money, after all!



One of the most reliable methods to

find your first big chunk of followers

is to ask your friends and family to

follow you. This can be as simple as a

Facebook post, telling your network

that you are looking to build your

streaming career, and all you need

them to do is make a Twitch account

if they don’t already have one, and

then follow your page for free! And

better yet, if this sounds fun to them,

invite them to stick around and enjoy

the content! This should net at least

a few followers to get you started.

It’s also prudent to cross-promote to

get people to your channel. Now, this

could be an entire post on its own,

but here are a few brief notes. Using

alternate video platforms for

highlights/longform video (i.e.,

TikTok, Youtube, and Facebook) can

get people interested in your

content, and they might be

convinced to follow you back to

Twitch. Also, you can post in other

communities you are in, as long as

you follow these two guidelines: be

otherwise active in that community,

and post in accordance with their

rules for self promotion.

Finally, when you do get new visitors
in your chat, make sure to use a call
to action! Viewers will be far more
likely to follow if you simply ask
them to. This can be something as
simple as “Hey, if you’re having a
good time here, hit that follow
button. It’s completely free, and lets
you know when we’re hanging out
here!” It’s simple, to the point, and
effective. It might seem cheesy, but
it works.

Hitting Twitch Affiliate is a huge
challenge, but it can be broken
down into manageable chunks. The
50 Followers challenge can be
overcome by asking your friends
and family first, engaging in effective
cross-promotion, and calling your
viewers to action. Try these three
tricks, and let us know how they
worked for you! And of course, keep
reading for part 2, where we’ll out-
nerd the numbers game of the
Affiliate grind, and for more great
tricks and tips!

"Noname Nerd is

an amazing

community of

talented creators

and streamers.. "

"Noname Nerd has

excellent products

surrounding an

excellent

community."



"I'm amazed at

the community

that Noname Nerd

has made for small

time streamers

like me it really

helps me to press

on when I don't

feel like

streaming."

PART 2: THE RULE OF 3

Hitting Twitch Affiliate is one of the first major milestones in the career of a
Twitch Streamer. Why is that? Hitting Twitch Affiliate is the key to unlocking
direct monetization on Twitch. In order to identify which streamers should
qualify for this program, they have created 4 separate qualifiers that must be
reached within the same rolling 4 week period. 

Right now, we’re going to attack the last three goals: Stream For 8 Hours,
Stream for 7 Different Days, and Average 3 Viewers. The first two there are
pretty obvious, and almost anyone can hit those. But what if we told you that
these goals are tied together? Let’s break down the reason why.

First, a quick word of caution: NEVER pay for followers or views. Also, NEVER
engage in follow-for-follow (F4F). Not only does this cheapen the process, but
Twitch has been proactive in finding users that engage in this behavior. They
can remove your affiliate status or even ban you for this. Worse yet, if you
don’t get caught, these are hollow followers, and won’t build your actual
audience, nor will they gain you any revenue. The whole point of chasing
Affiliate is making money, after all!

One of the biggest mistakes we see made here is the idea that you need to
stream as much as possible to reach as many people as possible, because
that’s what the pros do. Here’s the thing: The pros are already making money
on Twitch, so the more they stream, the more they make. Non-affiliates aren’t
making money on Twitch yet, so it’s time to play a different game.

It’s all a numbers game.

"I love the

community, I love

the quality, and I

love being a part

of the

NoNameNerd

community!"



We’re all nerds here, right? Let’s

break it down. Why does Twitch only

ask you to hit 8 hours and 7 days in a

four week span? It’s math time.

The most aggressive Affiliate seekers

we’ve met will stream between 150

and 200 hours across 4 weeks. So

let’s pick 160 hours for easy

numbers. Say you stream 160 hours

across 4 weeks. That’s 40 hours per

week. Now, let’s look at how many

hours of watch time that is to reach

an average of 3 viewers. That’s 120

hours per week, or 360 hours across

the period. So, you’ve basically given

3 viewers a full time job. How can we

make that more manageable?

Introducing the Rule Of 3’s.

We’ve developed the concept of The

Rule of 3’s to help keep your

streaming hours under control, so

you can get that average view count

up consistently. Here’s how it works:

During your affiliate push, make a

regular, set schedule, which abides

by the following rule: Stream no

more than 3 consistent days per

week, at no more than 3 hours at a

time. Why? It hits all of the

checkboxes, while keeping a

consistent schedule, and hitting all

other requirements.

 It also breaks it down into
watchable, sustainable chunks. Let’s
look at the numbers. And for ease of
use, let’s say you max out the rule’s
parameters. This means that you
stream for 36 hours and 12 days per
period (which is actually enough to
hit Partner too), or 9 hours per
week. That’s 27 hours of watch time
per week, versus 120.

So why does that matter? To put it
simply, you need fewer viewers to
pull off 27 hours of watch time. Let’s
assume that the average viewer will
watch 3 hours per week. Off our
original example, that’s a whopping
40 viewers. Under the Rule Of 3’s,
that number plummets down to 9
viewers! That requirement just got 4
times easier!

Hitting Twitch Affiliate is a huge
challenge, but it can be broken
down into manageable chunks.
Streaming for 8 hours, across 7
days, with 3 average viewers can be
made much simpler by following the
Rule Of 3’s. Try out the Rule of 3’s,
and let us know how it worked for
you! And of course, stay tuned for
more great tricks and tips!

"The Noname Nerd

community is

beyond amazing,

they make anyone

and everyone feel

welcomed! The

jerseys aren't just

good, they are

fantastic,

comfortable and

stylish!"

"I strive to make a

mark of Positivity

on the world and

No Name Nerd

helps me achieve

this!"


